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Research politics
When this month’s issue of Modern Drug Discovery is in your hands, the U.S. presiden-
tial election will be over. But because of our production schedule, I’m writing this just
before that event. In the months preceding, health care has been on the front page—with
debates on access and affordability, drug costs, regulation, response to the world AIDS
situation, and medical innovation.

While all these issues affect drug companies’ bottom lines—and thus their ability to
invest in R&D—one, namely innovation, and even more specifically stem cell research,
has direct impact on discovery endeavors. No matter where the situation ends up polit-
ically, the stem cell debate will certainly continue since it touches on very personal views.

A man was arrested in August for his second attempt to blow up a Boston-area lab that
works with adult human progenitor cells. The previous month, at the Democratic National
Convention, Ron Reagan argued for more stem cell research, soon after his father’s death
from Alzheimer’s disease. Laura Bush then defended her husband’s policies at the
Republican convention.

The debate has become mired in partisan politics. Although President Bush’s policy
has been called a ban—because it won’t allow federal funds for research that involves
destroying human embryos and limits usable cell lines—the administration emphasizes
it was the first to fund embryonic stem cell research at a level of $19 million in fiscal 2002.
This grew to $25 million in fiscal 2003, with another $191 million for adult stem cell research.

Meanwhile, John Kerry has said he will “lift the ideologically driven restrictions on stem
cell research.” He believes that without federal funding, researchers at U.S. universities,
medical schools, and other institutions will lag behind those in other industrialized
nations that allow extensive research with strict ethical oversight.

Independently, supporters of stem cell research put Proposition 71, the California Stem
Cell Research and Cures Initiative, on that state’s ballot. Over 10 years, it seeks $3 bil-
lion in research spending, a level said to be competitive with that of Singapore and the
United Kingdom. And New Jersey’s governor signed legislation to create a state-backed
stem cell research facility.

According to a Harris Poll of 2242 people conducted in September, public support for
stem cell research exceeds that against it by 6-to-1. Not only is the ratio up from 3-to-1 in
2001, but so too is the number of people, up from 68% to 83% now, who have “seen, read,
or heard about the debate on stem cell research, stronger support for arguments in favor
of stem cell research, and less support for arguments against it,” Harris Interactive reported.

While public sentiment may be on the rise, the private sector has been supporting R&D.
Some 60 or more companies worldwide pursue research or product development involv-
ing stem cells. Harvard University alone is pulling together several of its schools and hos-
pitals, and nearly 1000 researchers, to form the Harvard Stem Cell Institute.

The optimistic view is that stem cell research will pioneer new treatments for condi-
tions such as diabetes, Alzheimer’s, and Parkinson’s disease. Others see great uncertainty
and are wary of research that might cross moral or ethical ground. The reality is that
human clinical trials have yet to occur but may within a few years. True breakthroughs,
however, are still a decade or more away. And, in the meantime, political and societal winds
may shift many times.
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